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All listener correspondence should be addressed to:   GRACE TO YOU 
          P.O. Box 4000 

Panorama City, CA 91412 
 
          
Listeners can call their toll-free number for tape and book orders:  1-800-55-GRACE 
          1-800-554-7223 
 
For more information call:       661-295-5777 
Or fax:          661-295-5871 
 
 
In Canada, write:        GRACE TO YOU 
          Box 100 
          Montreal, Quebec H4K 2J4 
 
Listeners in Canada can call toll-free for tape and book orders:  1-800-565-2425 
 
For more information call:       514-687-8736 
Canada office hours are Monday-Friday, 9 AM – 5 PM (Eastern) 
 
 
 
The GRACE TO YOU Internet address is:       http://www.gty.org 
 
 
For additional program information, contact:     Michelle Blood (x648) 

        mblood@ambassadoradvertising.com 
            Ambassador  
 

For additional promotional information, contact:    Anna Sinclair (x640) 
          asinclair@ambassadoradvertising.com 
          Ambassador 

CONTACT INFORMATION
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1.   CDs/Series:   
   “God’s High Calling for Women” (4 CDs/4 MP3s) 
   “God’s Design for a Successful Woman” (2 CDs/2 MP3s) 
   “Making Sense Out of Suffering” (2 CDs/2 MP3s) 
   “True Happiness” (2 CD/2 MP3s) 
    “The Sufficiency of Scripture” (2 CD/ 2 MP3s) 

 
 

2.   Other: 
Divine Design book (free to first-timers, for sale to others) 

      Twelve Extraordinary Women book 
Anxious for Nothing book (free to first-timers, for sale to others) 

       Hard to Believe book 
                                           Our Sufficiency in Christ book (free to first-timers, for sale to others) 
    Is It Real? booklet (free to all) 

Free MP3 Downloads of All John MacArthur messages 
        

 
 
3. The MacArthur Study Bible  
 
 
 
4.   The MacArthur New Testament Commentary Series 
 
 
 
5.  1 Timothy commentary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 RESOURCES
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  Series: God’s High Calling for Women  
Weekend May 1/2 God’s High Calling for Women, Part 2 1 Timothy 2:10-11 

    
Weekend May 8/9 God’s High Calling for Women, Part 4 1 Timothy 2:12-15 
    
  Series: Making Sense Out of Suffering  
Weekend May 15/16 How God Uses Suffering, Part 1 2 Corinthians 12:7-8 
    
Weekend May 22/23 How God Uses Suffering, Part 2 2 Corinthians 12:9-10 
    
  No Series  
Weekend May 29/30 The Doctrine of Scripture Selected Scriptures 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WEEKEND BROADCAST
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  Series: God’s High Calling for Women 
Monday May 3 God’s High Calling for Women, Part 3 1 Timothy 2:11 
Tuesday May 4 God’s High Calling for Women, Part 4 1 Timothy 2:12-15 
  Series: God’s Design for a Successful Woman  
Wednesday May 5 Hannah: A Godly Mother 1 Samuel 1 
Thursday May 6 An Excellent Wife Proverbs 31:10-31 
Friday May 7 An Excellent Wife Proverbs 31:10-31 
    
  Series: Making Sense Out of Suffering 
Monday May 10 How God Uses Suffering, Part 1 2 Corinthians 12:7-8 
Tuesday May 11 How God Uses Suffering, Part 1 2 Corinthians 12:7-8 
Wednesday May 12 How God Uses Suffering, Part 2 2 Corinthians 12:9-10 
Thursday May 13 How God Uses Suffering, Part 2 2 Corinthians 12:9-10 
  No Series  
Friday  May 14 The Purpose of Trials Selected Scriptures 
    
  No Series 
Monday May 17 Questions and Answers Selected Scriptures 
  Series: True Happiness  
Tuesday May 18 Happiness Is … Matthew 5:1-2 
Wednesday May 19 Happiness Is … Matthew 5:1-2 
Thursday May 20 Happiness Is . . . Matthew 7:13-14 
Friday May 21 Which Way to Heaven? Matthew 7:13-14 
    
  Series: The Sufficiency of Scripture  
Monday May 24 The Sufficiency of Scripture, Part 1 Selected Scriptures 
Tuesday May 25 The Sufficiency of Scripture, Part 1 Selected Scriptures 
Wednesday May 26 The Sufficiency of Scripture, Part 2 Selected Scriptures 
Thursday May 27 The Sufficiency of Scripture, Part 2 Selected Scriptures 
  No Series  
Friday May 28 The Doctrine of Scripture Selected Scriptures 
    
  No Series  
Monday May 31 Questions and Answers, Part 54 Selected Scriptures 

 
 

DAILY BROADCAST
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Series: God’s High Calling for Women 
Weekend of May 1/2– God’s High Calling for Women, Part 2 
A lawyer once explained a key strategy:  Say what you want people to believe . . . repeat it often . . . and 
eventually they’ll believe.  Unfortunately, Christianity has suffered from such a tactic — unjustly earning the 
label “anti-woman.”  But what does the Bible really say about women?  John MacArthur shows you 
…Saturday/Sunday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU WEEKEND! Tune in at (Time:___) right here on 
(Station:___)!  
 
 
Weekend of May 8/9– God’s High Calling for Women, Part 4 
If you caused an accident and someone was hurt, you’d want to do whatever you could to make things right.  
Now imagine being responsible for . . . plunging mankind into sin.  It’s a painful scenario, but important to 
understand in light of God’s design for women.  John MacArthur explains, Saturday/Sunday/tomorrow/today on 
GRACE TO YOU WEEKEND.  Tune in at (Time:___) right here on (Station:___)!  
 
Series: Making Sense Out of Suffering 
Weekend of May 15/16– How God Uses Suffering, Part 1 
Your heart can race when the phone rings late at night.  News of a sudden death — of a spouse, child, or close 
friend — can completely change your life.  So when tragedy hits — when life seems like a bad dream — how 
can you possibly make sense of it?  Find out, Saturday/Sunday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU 
WEEKEND.  Be listening at (Time:___) right here on (Station:___)! 
 
 
Weekend of May 22/23– How God Uses Suffering, Part 2 
When a crisis hits — when your world is turned upside down and life breaks your heart — the truth of Scripture 
is a rock of security, a source of amazing strength.  But what about extended trials . . . how does Scripture help 
you make sense of ongoing, day-to-day challenges?  Find out, Saturday/Sunday/tomorrow/today on GRACE 
TO YOU WEEKEND with John MacArthur, (Time:___) here on (Station:___)! 
 
No Series 
Weekend of May 29/30– The Doctrine of Scripture 
The Bible teaches that you, me, everyone is born a slave to something more addictive than alcohol, and more 
destructive than the worst illegal drug.  I’m talking about sin.  How do you break its hold?  Consider that as 
John MacArthur arms you for the war on sin, Saturday/Sunday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU 
WEEKEND with John MacArthur, (Time:___) here on (Station:___)! 
 
 
 
 

WEEKEND PROMOS
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Series: God’s High Calling for Women 
Monday, May 3 – God’s High Calling for Women, Part 3 
Probably no other question exasperates men more . . . “What do women want?”  Said another way . . . What will 
maximize a woman’s joy and satisfaction here on earth?  For the biblical answer, join us . . . 
Monday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.   Join us at (Time:___) right here on 
(Station:___). 
 
 
Tuesday, May 4 – God’s High Calling for Women, Part 4 
If you caused an accident and someone was hurt, you’d want to make things right.  Now imagine being 
responsible for . . . plunging mankind into sin.  It’s a painful scenario, but important to understand in light of 
God’s design for women.  Stay here … Tuesday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  
Join us at (Time:___) for this half-hour of  “Unleashing God’s Truth one verse at a time,” here on (Station:___)! 
    
Series: God’s Design for a Successful Woman 
Wednesday, May 5 – Hannah: A Godly Mother 
Who’s the most powerful person around these days?  A president . . . prime minister . . . the CEO of a major 
corporation?  Truth is, the people with the most influence over world events may just be right in your own home 
. . . as you’ll see, Wednesday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at 
(Time:___), and here on (Station:___)! 
 
 
Thursday, May 6 – An Excellent Wife 
There is such a thing as an ideal wife and mother . . . yet most of the world probably doesn’t even know she 
exists — let alone where she’s found!  Locate her . . . and see the difference she can make in your life, 
Thursday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at (Time:___). . . right here on 
(Station: ___)! 
 
 
Friday, May 7 – An Excellent Wife 
Financial wizard . . . market analyst . . . personnel director . . . building manager — all rolled into one.  Fortune 
500 executives don’t wear that many hats.  But hey . . . their career isn’t . . . the home!  Discover God’s design 
for a successful woman, Friday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at 
(Time:___). . . right here on (Station: ___)! 
 
 
 
 
 

DAILY PROMOS
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Series: Making Sense Out of Suffering 
Monday, May 10 – How God Uses Suffering, Part 1 
If you’ve ever faced a time of struggle — maybe it’s today — then the next 30 minutes could provide the much-
needed word. Join us Monday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.   Join us at 
(Time:___) right here on (Station:___). 
 
 
Tuesday, May 11 – How God Uses Suffering, Part 1 
Your heart can race when the phone rings late at night.  News of a sudden death — of a spouse, child, or close 
friend — can completely change your life.  So when tragedy hits, how can you possibly make sense of it?  Find 
out, Tuesday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at (Time:___) for this half-
hour of  “Unleashing God’s Truth one verse at a time,” here on (Station:___)! 
    
 
Wednesday, May 12 – How God Uses Suffering, Part 2 
A great preacher said that all trials serve two purposes:  To better acquaint you with your own sinful heart . . . 
and with your Lord and Savior.  John MacArthur helps you better understand suffering’s purpose in your life - 
Wednesday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at (Time:___), here on 
(Station:___)! 
 
 
Thursday, May 13 – How God Uses Suffering, Part 2 
When a crisis hits, the truth of Scripture can be a rock of security right when things are most intense.  But what 
about extended trials . . . how does Scripture help you make sense of on-going, day-to-day challenges?  Find 
out, Thursday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at (Time:___). . . right here 
on (Station: ___)! 
 
No Series 
Friday, May 14 – The Purpose of Trials 
You may believe everything Scripture says about God’s goodness . . . mercy . . . and love.  Yet when hard times 
come, have you wondered, “Why me?” . . . “What good can come of this?”  Find out how to see God’s purpose 
in trials, Friday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at (Time:___). . . right 
here on (Station: ___)! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DAILY PROMOS
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No Series 
Monday, May 17 – Questions and Answers 
It’s been said, “The illiterate of the future will not be the person who cannot read … but the person who does 
not know how to learn.”  So, sharpen one of your best Bible-learning skills — asking questions, 
Monday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.   Join us at (Time:___) right here on 
(Station:___). 
 
Series: True Happiness 
Tuesday, May 18 – Happiness Is … 
You’ve had days when all seemed right with the world — guess we all have.  Sadly, they don’t last very long.  
So . . . doesn’t anything good last forever — is there such a thing as lasting happiness?  Discover the life-
changing answer … Tuesday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at 
(Time:___) for this half-hour of  “Unleashing God’s Truth one verse at a time,” here on (Station:___)! 
    
 
Wednesday, May 19 – Happiness Is … 
Some might say, it’s a nice house . . . others, a big corner office . . . or a bigger paycheck.  Question:  What’s 
your definition of happiness . . . and how does it square with what God wants for you?  A message you need to 
hear, Wednesday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at (Time:___), here on 
(Station:___)! 
 
 
Thursday, May 20 – Happiness Is . . . 
It’s a destination many people think they’re headed for . . . though far fewer will actually get there.  What 
destination is that . . . and what does it have to do with finding True Happiness?  Consider some clear answers, 
Thursday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at (Time:___). . . right here on 
(Station: ___)! 
 
 
Friday, May 21 – Which Way to Heaven? 
Every person who has ever walked this earth will live forever.  Question is . . . where?  What kind of person 
will make it to see God . . . and know the happiness of heaven?  John MacArthur shows you the way to heaven, 
Friday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at (Time:___). . . right here on 
(Station: ___)! 
 
 
 
 
 

DAILY PROMOS
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Series: The Sufficiency of Scripture 
Monday, May 24 – The Sufficiency of Scripture, Part 1 
You can’t deny the benefit of computer technology.  The downside, of course . . . what’s useful today is 
obsolete tomorrow.  But be glad . . . the most important tool you own will always be exactly what you need . . . 
as you’ll see, Monday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.   Join us at (Time:___) 
right here on (Station:___). 
 
 
Tuesday, May 25 – The Sufficiency of Scripture, Part 1 
You see a luxurious car on TV . . . price seems pretty good . . . but the fine print tells you that’s only for the 
base model.  Question:  Do you have a base-model salvation — are there extras you may or may not have?  
Find out, Tuesday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at (Time:___) for this 
half-hour of  “Unleashing God’s Truth one verse at a time,” here on (Station:___)! 
    
 
Wednesday, May 26 – The Sufficiency of Scripture, Part 2 
No doubt, the world is quite a bit different now than it was even 10 years ago.  Yes, times change . . . and they 
bring new problems.  How can the Bible, an ancient book, offer timely solutions to life’s toughest problems?  
Find out, Wednesday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at (Time:___), here 
on (Station:___)! 
 
 
Thursday, May 27 – The Sufficiency of Scripture, Part 2 
We’ve conquered the land, the sea, even the moon . . . not to mention the advances we’ve made in medicine and 
nutrition.  But if it looks like man can face any challenge . . . and solve it himself . . . consider some words to 
the contrary, Thursday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at (Time:___). . . 
right here on (Station: ___)! 
 
No Series 
Friday, May 28 – The Doctrine of Scripture 
Night and day.  That describes the change in a person when he becomes a Christian.  Yet even proof like that 
isn’t the strongest evidence for the power of Scripture.  John MacArthur will stack up the reasons for trusting 
the Bible on, Friday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.  Join us at (Time:___). . . 
right here on (Station: ___)! 
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No Series 
Monday, May 31 – Questions and Answers, Part 54 
Often, the best way to learn — to make sure you understand what you’ve been taught — is to ask questions.  
That’s especially true when you’re studying God’s Word.  That in mind, stay here for a special Question and 
Answer session, Monday/tomorrow/today on GRACE TO YOU with John MacArthur.   Join us at (Time:___) 
right here on (Station:___). 
 
 

DAILY PROMOS


